Following the allegation of the mismanagement of UBSU funds by the UBSU President Elvis Sakeh QUI and some members of the executive, the Audit Bench met and presented an audit account of the financial report of the union during a council session that held on May 23 this year.

The audit account showed a deficit of 415,200FCFA which could not be accounted for by those concerned, and for this reason, the Vice President Incharge of Economic Affairs was suspended for three months, the President and Treasurer were suspended indefinitely and the Financial Secretary impeached. Meanwhile, the said 415,200FCFA will be paid by the culprits.

This decision it seems, have been approved by the University Administration which sees UBSU as an independent body. The VC however requested that, the procedure followed to arrive at the decisions be forwarded to the UB Administration.

Talking about his plan of action, the interim President Gideon Muwah Njong said after having convened a meeting to discuss on how to recover the lost money and other things, he will not rest until the clauses stipulated in the 2006 Memorandum of Understanding between the Administration and the Union are respected. This will include the compensation of those injured during the last strike amongst other things. Mr Njong added that mutual respect will be the watch word for his interim government.

Continuing, Mr Njong said, though his election into the office came as a surprise, he is determined to uphold the values of the Union and to make UBSU the best Student Union amongst State Universities in the country.

It should be noted that, before now Mr Njong had been the Public Relation Officer for MBATU Ex-students Association, the Delegate Incharge of Relations with Faculties in the 2006 UBSU Administration and was the Vice President Incharge of Academic Affairs in UBSU before his election as UBSU President.

Comments:

i think these UBSU guys were getting mad about this whole thing to the extend of misappropriating this much money. Good a thing UBSU's AUDIT Bench and the council took such a vigilant decision. But were was the control to ensure that money was not misused in the first place? I think it is time for the administration and entire student community to raise eye brows and let the UBSU executive know that prevention is better than
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cure. the sanctions are atleast appropriate but this a disgrace to the UB students union. is it now only all for one?
by: sam
from: malingo street

work done so far is good. Keep it up Mr Njong and your associates and UBSU will be the best.
by: yengo
from: pelican

I THINK THE UNION HAS COME OF AGE AND ITS A NICE THING THAT THIS IS DONE, THIS SHOWS THAT THE UNION IS NOW STABLE, KEEP IT UP, WE ARE BEHIND YOU
by: Mark
from: macb962001@yahoo.com

corruption is one of the negative vices in our cameroonian society, UBSU will always be vibrant in her fight against corruption and mismanagement, justice is the interest of the stronger party (by tranysimacus)
by: Besong martin
from: molyko

I appreciate the work done by Afro vision in granting the student body a forum for expression apart from the suggestions boxes and UBSU corner. Let the General student body know that the decisions of council do not change the organigram and merits of UBSU as but that ubsu can be responsible enough to stamp out what is wrong, of course this explains why fescu had to continue and is closing tomorrow sunday 10th June at Mermoz Banquet hall at exactly 7pm. do not miss the show!!!!!!!
by: communication officer
from: malingo

Mr sakeh is a big TIF. UBSU claims to fight corruption in UB but cannot managed 2million. Students shld be careful we kind of people they vote as leaders.
by: yvonne
from: pos

It's easy to point at others without examining ourselves. I can remember having overheard UBSU members underlining this corruption issue with one of the University's Administrations and here they are today, some of them i mean to say, showing us how short minded and selfish Negro leaders can be. Let's cure corruption, starting from us, they'll say. Long live the beautiful minds in UBSU (cuz there are), keep going forward cuz it pays, and may God bless the fools.
by: Myself
from: My Place

dear students Good Day, UBSU is back and vibrant, de union will always seek de truth with a vibrant Chairman, PRO of de house, science faculty president and host of other die hearted members. ITS ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL (HOLY WATER)
by: martin besong
from: molyko
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